
Focusing the Topic 

Lesson 2 
From General to SpecificFrom General to SpecificFrom General to SpecificFrom General to Specific    
    
A lot of time in school and on tests you’ll be asked to write essays.  The prompts they 
give you are often very general.   
 
It’s always a good idea to try and narrow down that topic as much as possible.   
 
Example:Example:Example:Example:    
    
A prompt kids got on a test last year was—”Discuss something you’ve learned from 
playing a sport or another activity.”   
 
Right away, most people think they should narrow that down to something like      
teamwork, work ethic, or a specific skill related to that sport (pitching a softball, serving 
in tennis, doing the backstroke).  Sometimes it’s better to make it more personal, writing 
something that no one else could write.  Think about these examples for making the 
prompt “Discuss something you’ve learned from playing a sport or another activity” 
that are made much more personal and specific. 
 
The bus ride to soccer camp     Losing out for a starting position as the goalie 
The sound of my dad’s voice cheering from the stands  How I keep my too-big pants up during the game  
The difference between playing on grass or artificial turf  The reasons I chose to play soccer instead of football 
How I can tell my coach is about to erupt    The best half-time soccer snacks 
How to stay warm at a March track meet    A move I learned that’s made a difference 
The feel of ice underfoot on Saturday morning games in October How to head butt 
Why I would/wouldn’t play again    How to be a good teammate 
 

   
What you do:What you do:What you do:What you do:    
 
1. Now think about some other very general prompts teachers may have given you in 

the past:  “What I did on my summer vacation,” “What is something you’d like to 
change at your school,” and “Think about a time you overcame something difficult” 
are all good examples of that kind of boring, general prompt. 

2. Make a list (like the one above) of more specific topics for each of these general 
prompts.   


